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1. Introduction. According to results of Tarski [7, p. 524] and

Reznikoff [6], every theory may be axiomatized independently.

However, there exist axiomatizable theories for which there are no

recursively enumerable sets of independent axioms. The first example

of such a theory was constructed by Kreisel [2].

Concerning formalized arithmetic, the well-known theories R and

Q of [8] are easily seen to be independently recursively axiomatizable.

Also, Peano arithmetic P and each of its axiomatizable extensions is

independently recursively axiomatizable. (This result follows from

an old theorem of Mostowski [4], according to which the extensions of

P are reflexive theories. Montague and Tarski have shown [3] that

axiomatizable reflexive theories are independently recursively axio-

matizable.)

M. Pour-El has proven [5] the existence of an axiomatizable non-

independently recursively axiomatizable extension of Q which is

compatible with P (although not necessarily a subtheory of elemen-

tary arithmetic).

It is therefore natural to ask whether all axiomatizable subtheories

of elementary arithmetic are independently recursively axiomatiz-

able. By proving the following theorem we will show that this is not

the case.

Theorem 1. There exist axiomatizable theories Ti and T2 such that

RET2EQETiEP

and neither Ti nor T2 is independently recursively axiomatizable.

Kreisel's method [2] for constructing a nonindependently axio-

matizable theory was to add a new predicate P(x) to the syntax of Q

and the following axioms:

(Vx)[(3y)K(y, x) -> P(x)\    and   P(AB)        for all n

where the formula (3y)X(y, x) represents a hypersimple set in Q.

The idea of our construction is to replace the predicate P(x) with

a formula of arithmetic, ^4(x). Roughly speaking, such a formula

should have the property that its numeric substitution instances,
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^4(A0), ^4(Ai), • ■ • , are independent over some finitely axiomatizable

theory in which the recursively enumerable sets may be represented.

Thus our construction is a refinement of that of Kreisel. We shall

also make use of the following important result of Pour-El [5]. Her

Theorem sets forth the precise relationship between hypersimplicity

and independent axiomatizability.

Theorem 2. Let \aa, alt a2, • • • } be any r.e. set of axioms for a

theory T. Then T is nonindependently recursively axiomatizable if and

only if the set

(i:   jao, ax, • • • , ai-if  r- a,}

25 hypersimple.

2. Definitions and notation. All theories discussed in this paper,

with the exception of Kreisel's, are formalized within a fixed first order

predicate logic with identity, (specifically that of [8, p. 5l]). This

formalism has the following nonlogical constants: the individual con-

stant symbol 0, the unary operation symbol S (successor), and the

two binary operation symbols + and -. As in [8], the formula x^y

is an abbreviation for the formula (lv)(v+x—y). In this formalism,

the numerals, An, are defined as follows: A0 = 0 and An+i = S(A„)

for 0 = w.

For our purposes, a theory is simply any set of first order sentences

on this formalism which contains the predicate calculus as a subset

and is closed under logical deduction. Thus we identify a theory with

the set consisting of its provable (valid) sentences. A theory is com-

pletely determined by specifying its (nonlogical) axioms. If S and T

are theories with the same syntax and SC^T then we say that 5 is a

subtheory oi T and we write S^T. If S^T and S^T then we say 5

is a proper subtheory of 7" and we write SE T.

Let /3 be a sentence and let A be a set of sentences. If (3 is provable

in a theory T, we write hr |3 or simply $ET. If /3 is deducible from

the set X within the theory T, we write Ahr (3. If (3 is deducible from

X within the predicate calculus, we write XV-p\ We usually omit

brackets and simply present the elements of A in a list.

Definition 1. A consistent set X of sentences is said to be inde-

pendent if for each /3£A

A- [e}yp.

Definition 2. A theory T is said to be independently recursively

axiomatizable if there exists an independent recursive set of (non-

logical) axioms for T.
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Remark. Craig's Theorem [l] asserts the equivalence of the notion

of recursive axiomatizability with the notion of recursive enumerable

axiomatizability. The notion of independent recursive axiomatiza-

bility and the notion of independent recursive enumerable axiomatiza-

bility are also equivalent. For if {ax, a2, ct3, ■■■} is any r.e. set of

independent sentences, then the set consisting of the sentences ax,

ct2Aot2, a3Aa3Aoi3, • • • , is evidently independent and recursive (by

virtue of increasing length).

Definition 3. A relation R(xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xk) is said to be definable

in a theory T if there exists a formula A (xx, x2, • • • , xk) with k free

variables such that

if R(nlt n2, ■ ■ ■ , nk) then Y-T A(Ani, AB2, • • • , Ank) and

if not R(nx, n2, ■ ■ ■ , nk) then \-T ~A(Ani, A„2, • • • , A„,).

Definition 4. A relation R(xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xk) is said to be represent-

able in a theory T if there exists a formula A(xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xk) with k

free variables such that

R(nx, n2, ■ ■ ■ , nk)    if and only if    \-TA(A,lv A„2, • • • , A„A.).

Definition 5. A set A of natural numbers is said to be hyper-

immune if it is infinite and if no recursive function/ has the property

that for each n, /(w)=the nth element of A in increasing order. An

r.e. set whose complement is hyperimmune is said to be hypersimple.

For reference we list the axioms for the three theories R, Q and P

of [8]. We recall that REQEP.

Axioms of R (schema).

1. A„+Am=AB+m,

2. A„-Am=A„.m,

3. A„5^Am, if njtm,

4. (Vx)(xgAB-+x=A0Vx=AiV • ■ ■ Vx=A„),
5. (Vx)(x^A„VA„^x).

Axioms of Q.

1. (Vx)(Vy)(S(x)=S(y)->x=y).

2. (Vy)(S(y)7*0),
3. (Vx)(xj*0-*(3y)(x = S(y))),

4. (Vx)(x+0=x),

5. (Vx)(Vy)(x+S(y)=S(x+y)),

6. (Vx)(x«0 = 0),

7. (Vx)(Vy)(x«S(y)=x«y+x).

Axioms of P (Peano's arithmetic).

1. The seven axioms of Q, and
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2. all sentences which are particular instances of the following induc-

tion scheme:

HO) A (Vm)[<*>(«) -» <t>(S(«))] -» (V«)*(m).

3. Preliminaries. Let TT be a fixed hypersimple set of natural

numbers which, for convenience, does not contain 0. Let L(y, x) be a

recursive binary relation with the property that, for every natural

number n,

n E II if and only if there exists an m such that L(m, n).

(L could be taken to be the graph of a recursive function which enu-

merates H.) According to [8, p. 56], every recursive set is definable in

R. Thus we may choose a fixed formula K(y, x) with two free variables

which defines the relation L(y, x) in R. The formula K(y, x) will be

used in the axiomatization of Tx and TV

4. Construction of Tx. Let Ax(x) and F\(x) be abbreviations for the

following two formulas:

,4i(x) = (Vz)(S(z) = z -» x>z = 2),        F,(x) = S(x) ? x.

Ax(x) will play the role played by P(x) in Kreisel's construction.

Axioms of Tx.

ax. The conjunction of the seven axioms of Q,

Zi. (Vx)[Fx(x)/\(*y)Fi(y)AK(y, x)-*Ai(x)],
Ax(An) for all n.

Now the sentence (Vx)Ax(x) is evidently provable in P (by induc-

tion). Consequently we have QQTxQP-

The following lemma establishes the independence of the sentences

Ti(A„) in a quite strong sense. Here we make heavy use of the fact

that Q has nonstandard, models.

Lemma 1. For each set M of natural numbers there exists a model

ilUi(M) of Q with the following properties:

(i)  The sentence Ax(Am) is true in the model if and only if mEM.

(ii)  The sentence Si is true in the model if and only if HQ M.

Proof. The domain of the model is to be the set

JO, 1, 2, • • • , 000, »i}.

The operations S, +, and • are defined in the usual way upon the

natural numbers. We define n+ »,= 00 ,- + «= w,-, °o,+ 00,= oc ,- ooy

= 00 ,, and S( 00 ,) = 00,-. Also, for a natural number n,
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oo,-• n = °°,-      if 0 < n, n- <*>i = <x> i        ii n E M,

= 0 if 0 = n; = *> i-i     iin^M.

It is routine to check that 3TCi(M), so defined, is in fact a model of

Q and that property (i) obtains. To see that property (ii) holds, ob-

serve that the interpretation of Pi(y) in this model is that "y is a

natural number." Now the formula K(y,x) defines the relation

L(y, x) in the theory Q and 3Tli(M) is a model of Q. Therefore

(3y)Fi(y) AK(y, Am) is true in the model if and only if mEH. So by

property (i), Si is true in the model if and only if H^M. This com-

pletes the proof of Lemma 1.

We show that Pi is nonindependently recursively axiomatizable.

Consider the following axiomatization an of Pi:

«o = o-i A 2i A A(A0),        an = .4(A„)    for n = 1,2,3, ■■■ .

We use Theorem 2 of §1. It suffices to prove that H=I where H is

the hypersimple set of §3 and /= {i: {ao, ax, ■ ■ ■ , a,-_i} r-at}.

From the way in which the a„ was defined, we have that iEI if

and only if 0<i and

(iii) Sl Ax(A0), Ax(Ax), • • • , Ax(Ai_x)hQAx(Ai).

To see that HC.I, suppose iEH- Then 0<i and there exists anw

such thatL(w, i) and hence he K(An,At). Consequently 2i[-q ^4i(A.)

and so iEI-
To see that IQH, suppose iEI- Then 0<i and (iii) holds. Let

M = H\j{0, 1, • • • , i—l} and consider the model 3TCi(M) of

Lemma 1. By properties (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1 the antecedents,

Si, ^4(A0), ̂ 4(Ai), • • • , 4(At_i), are true in this model. Consequently,

/I (A,) is true in the model because, according to (iii), it is deducible

from sentences true in the model. So by property (i) of Lemma 1 we

have iEM. So iEH and we have shown that I = H.

5. Construction of T2. Let ^42(x) and F2(x) be abbreviations for

the following two formulas:

A2(x) = (V2)(x 'S(z) = x -z + x),     F2(x) = (x = 0 V (3«)(x = S(u))).

We wish to construct a nonindependently axiomatizable theory T2

such that RET2EQ.
However, the theory R is not finitely axiomatizable [8, p. 55] and

this particular property of Q was crucial in our construction of Tx-

For this reason, we construct first a finitely axiomatizable extension

Of of R such that REQ'EQ. We then construct Tt so that REQ'

ET2EQ.
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Axioms of Q'.

1. (Vx)(Vy)(F2(x)AF2(y)->(S(x)=S(y)^x=y)),

2. (Vx)(S(x)j*0),

3. (Vx)(x+0=x),

4. (Vx)(Vy)(F2(x)AF2(y)^(x+S(y)=S(x+y))),

5. (Vx)(.F2(x)->x«0=:0),

6. (Vx)(Vy)(F2(x)AF2(y)->(x-S(y)=x.y+x)),

7. (Vx)(Vy)(~.F2(x)—>y:Sx),

8. (Vx)(Vy)(F2(x)A^(y)~.F2(x+y)),

9. (Vx)((F2(x)Ax^0)->(32)(F2(2)Ax=S(2))).

Axioms of T2.

<r2. T7*e conjunction of the nine axioms of Q',

22. (Vx)[F2(x)A(3y)F2(y)AA(y, x)-^^2(x)],

A2(An) for all n.

We claim that RQQ'QT2QQ. Evidently Q'QT2. T2QQ because
the sentences (Vx)(F2(x)) and (Vx)^42(x) are axioms of Q. To check

that RQQ' is straightforward but tedious. We omit the details. As

before we make use of a nonstandard model.

Lemma 2. For each set AI of natural numbers there exists a model,

yfi2(M) of Q' with the following properties:

(i)  The sentence A2(Am) is true in the model if and only if mEM.

(ii)  The sentence 22 is true in the model if and only if HCLM.

Proof. The domain of the model is to be the set {o, 1, 2, • • •,<»}.

The operations S, + and • are defined in the usual way upon the

natural numbers. We define cc + cc = oo , oo • oo =«+ oo = oo +n= °c.

However, S(=c)=2. We multiply as follows:

oo •« = «• oc  = n if n E M,

= n+l    if n (£ M.

It is easy to check that 9TC2(M) is a model of Q' and that property

(i) holds. As for property (ii), the argument given in the proof of

Lemma 1. §4 will establish this, if, in this argument, we replace Q

by Q' and change subscripts from 1 to 2. This completes the proof of

Lemma 2.

Similarly, the argument to the effect that T2 is nonindependently

recursively axiomatizable is identical with the argument given in §4

for Tx. This completes the construction of T2.
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